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Abstract. The goal of this paper is to present an origi-
nal real-time algorithm devised for detection of tsunami or
tsunami-like waves we call TEDA (Tsunami Early Detec-
tion Algorithm), and to introduce a methodology to evaluate
its performance. TEDA works on the sea level records of
a single station and implements two distinct modules run-
ning concurrently: one to assess the presence of tsunami
waves (“tsunami detection”) and the other to identify high-
amplitude long waves (“secure detection”). Both detection
methods are based on continuously updated time functions
depending on a number of parameters that can be varied ac-
cording to the application. In order to select the most ade-
quate parameter setting for a given station, a methodology to
evaluate TEDA performance has been devised, that is based
on a number of indicators and that is simple to use. In this
paper an example of TEDA application is given by using data
from a tide gauge located at the Adak Island in Alaska, USA,
that resulted in being quite suitable since it recorded several
tsunamis in the last years using the sampling rate of 1 min.

1 Introduction

Tsunami Warning Systems (TWSs) are complex structures
that include monitoring networks of seismic events and of
sea surface elevation. In the common TWS practice, tsunami
alerts follow standards that are designed specifically to pro-
vide clear information about the real tsunami threat. Tsunami
alerts are initially issued only on the basis of seismic data,
but, since the knowledge that can be extracted from seismic
data alone on a possible tsunami generation is incomplete,
it is very important for a TWS to get a quick “validation”
of tsunami generation, either to confirm tsunami alerts or to
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cancel them as soon as possible. Confirmation of tsunami
generation comes only from the actual measure of tsunami
waves, either recorded offshore or along the coast by tide
gauges. The timely identification of tsunamis based on sea
level records is therefore a topic of great importance in the
common practice of any TWS, which was first solved only
by visual inspection of the records. The problem of auto-
matic detection was tackled relatively recently. One of the
first examples of a tsunami detection algorithm was pub-
lished by McGehee and McKinney in 1997, who proposed
to estimate the tsunami amplitude by multiplying a short av-
erage of the sea-level record slope by the factorT/2π where
T is the expected predominant tsunami period. In the same
year, Mofjeld (1997) from US NOAA (National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration) devised a real-time algo-
rithm to discriminate anomalous waves recorded by offshore
buoys based on the deviation of the signal from the predicted
tide. For coastal tide gauges, an automatic detection algo-
rithm was in operation (Mero, 1998) till the DART buoy
system was developed and activated. In British Columbia,
Canada, tide gauges installed for tsunami recording are pro-
vided with a real-time algorithm, whose detections are used
to warn responsible personnel in order to further investi-
gate the tsunami event (Rabinovich and Stephenson, 2004).
Recently, after the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, big efforts
have been put worldwide to install new TWSs in the basins
that were unprotected (e.g. Indian Ocean, Mediterranean Sea,
Caribbean Sea) and to enhance the existing TWSs (e.g. the
Pacific TWS). In parallel, the interest on real-time tsunami
detection has increased in the scientific community (see e.g.
recent contributions by Beltrami, 2008; Bellotti et al., 2009;
Vela and Ṕerez, 2009; Wijeratne and Woodworth, 2009; Il-
ligner and Scḧone, 2009; Tolkova, 2009, 2010).

The present TWSs handle only tsunamis induced by earth-
quakes. However, tsunamis caused by submarine or coastal
landslides can be quite disastrous and are not too rare, be-
ing in fact the second category of tsunamis in the tsunami
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statistics as regards frequency. For such tsunamis, a warn-
ing based on seismic data is nowadays impracticable. Rapid
detection at the coastline implemented on the tide gauge
records might be the fastest way to release a warning for the
population, though the time left to react can be quite short.

This paper presents the algorithm TEDA (Tsunami Early
Detection Algorithm) and a method of performance eval-
uation that can be used to optimise the setting of TEDA
parameters for a better adaptation to local ambient condi-
tions and to user needs. TEDA is designed to detect the
arrival of a tsunami as soon as possible or to sense haz-
ardous sea level oscillations like big seiches or infragrav-
ity waves in coastal basins. It is based only on the analy-
sis of sea-level data of a single station, and it is therefore
independent from other data that could help tsunami iden-
tification, such as the time of the tsunamigenic earthquake
occurrence, or the estimated tsunami arrival time. In this
paper, the algorithm is described and assessed on sea-level
time series recorded by a tide gauge installed in the har-
bour of Adak, the Adak Island, Alaska, USA. The harbour of
Adak (51.872◦ N, 176.636◦ W) is found on the north-eastern
coast of the island and is oriented EW, opening on the east-
ern side to a bay. This bay is in turn protected from the
open ocean on the southern, western, and eastern side by the
Adak Island and by other islands of the Andreanof Islands
group. The tide gauge data are collected by NOS/CO-OPS
of NOAA and are available online at a 1-min sampling rate
athttp://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/tsunami/.

The station selected to show how TEDA works is inten-
tionally a coastal rather than an offshore station, since we
want to stress the importance of coastal tide gauge records in
tsunami detection. It is a frequent argument against coastal
stations that they would allow no time for warning, since
the tsunami would be identified when it is already attack-
ing the coastal zone where the stations are installed. How-
ever, there is a number of reasons justifying the application
of tsunami detection algorithms based on coastal sea level
records. The first is that a tsunami could be identified be-
fore it floods the coast, if the tsunami leading front is nega-
tive and/or if flooding is not caused by the first waves. Sec-
ond, one should bear in mind that detecting a tsunami at one
coastal location is useful to all other locations that are more
remote and are reached later. Third, the existing coastal tide
gauge stations are more numerous than offshore tsunameters,
and much cheaper to install and to maintain (and even to up-
grade, if needed, to make them suitable for tsunami record-
ing). Fourth, very many tide gauge stations are today in-
tegrated in the monitoring network of TWSs and equipped
with real time data transmission facilities, so that implement-
ing a real time detection algorithm seems to be feasible with
limited economic efforts.

2 Description of TEDA and main principles

TEDA has the goal to detect tsunami waves or high-
amplitude long-period waves that can be dangerous to peo-
ple, harbours, and properties. It is composed of two parallel
algorithms: the TEDA “tsunami detection”, that is focused
on the identification of tsunami waves and is based on a sig-
nal slope discriminating approach; and the TEDA “secure
detection”, which is based on incremental sea level estima-
tion. Both algorithms work at station level, which has the
advantage to use functions updated at every new data acqui-
sition, without the need of waiting for a great load of data to
make a decision on a possible alert.

2.1 TEDA tsunami detection

TEDA tsunami detection is based on the hypothesis that
tsunami waves leave a signature in the sea level time se-
ries, and at any time (hereafter called the actual timet) it
compares two time functions representing the Instantaneous
Slope signal IS(t) and the Background Slope signal BS(t).
Implicitly, TEDA assumes that a tsunami signal starts impul-
sively, with a break of the preceding signal that may be better
seen by analysing variations of sea level rather than the sea
level itself. More specifically, TEDA makes use of the av-
erage slope of the sea-level record corrected for tide, so that
both functions IS(t) and BS(t) have the dimension of a sea
level time change (cm min−1). A sketch of all functions and
time intervals used in TEDA is provided in Fig. 1.

To compute IS(t), TEDA first calculates the average slope
IST (t) over the time intervalIIS of the most recent data, of
length tIS, going back from the actual timet (i.e. IIS(t) =

[t − tIS, t ]). Actually, IST (t) is the slope of the straight line
least-square fitting the sea level record withinIIS. IS(t) is the
detided version of IST (t), which is obtained by subtracting
from IST (t) the estimated slope of the tide, say Tide(t), i.e.
IS(t) = IST (t) − Tide(t). The function IS(t) therefore repre-
sents the average slope of the sea level signal without the in-
fluence of the tide, and can be considered instantaneous if the
durationtIS of the intervalIIS is short enough. How TEDA
computes the time function Tide(t) will be explained later.

The TEDA Background Slope function BS(t) represents
the detided sea-level slope over a longer time interval
IBS(t) = [t − tG − tBS, t − tG], of durationtBS, starting from
time t − tG − tBS, with tBS much larger thantIS. The delay
time tG is a gap that is introduced to reduce the correlation
between IS(t) and BS(t). Three ways of computing BS(t)
are possible for TEDA, which correspond to three methods
designated hereafter as A1, A2, and A3. The correspond-
ing functions are denoted by BS1(t), BS2(t), and BS3(t).
As is clear from the definitions given below, the Background
Slope is computed by making use of the previous values of
the Instantaneous Slope IS(t ′), with t ′ belonging to the inter-
val IBS(t):

BS1(t) = [max(IS(t ′))−min(IS(t ′))]/2; t ′ ∈ IBS(t) (1a)
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Fig. 1. Scheme of TEDA functions and of the TEDA time intervals described in the text.

BS2(t) = standard deviation of IS(t ′) ·
√

2; t ′ ∈ IBS (1b)

BS3(t) = max(|IS(t ′)|); t ′ ∈ IBS (1c)

The Instantaneous Slope IS(t) is compared to the Back-
ground Slope BS(t) through the Control Function CF(t), de-
fined as the ratio CF(t) = |IS(t)|/BS(t). TEDA assumes that
a tsunami detection occurs at the actual timet when both
CF(t) and|IS(t)| exceed a given threshold, that is:

|IS(t)| ≥ λIS (2a)

CF(t) ≥ λCF i.e. |IS(t)| ≥ λCFBS(t) (2b)

Notice thatλIS has the dimension of a slope and will be given
in cm min−1, whileλCF is a number. Once a detection is trig-
gered, a tsunami state condition starts, during which tsunami
detection is suspended. During the tsunami, BS(t) is ex-
pected to grow to values higher than normal, and therefore
the tsunami state condition is assumed to last until BS(t) re-
verts back to (or below) the value it had at the detection time.
An example of how TEDA works is given in Fig. 2, where
the application to a record of the 2006 Kuril Islands tsunami
(later named E3 in this paper) is shown. Here, the origi-
nal record and the time functions IS, BS, and CF are plot-
ted. Notice how low the functions IS and BS are before the
tsunami arrives. The arrival of the first tsunami wave causes
IS to increase, together with CF, while BS increases with a
delay equal totG. For this case, IS and CF pass the respec-
tive thresholds, therefore triggering a TEDA detection. Dur-
ing the tsunami, while the tsunami state is on, BS increases

much higher than the pre-tsunami level. In this example (see
Fig. 2), soon after the tsunami state ends a new detection is
triggered and the corresponding tsunami state lasts till the
end of the ringing of the tsunami oscillations.

2.2 TEDA secure detection

TEDA secure detection has the goal to identify long period
waves, such as tsunami or seiches, that are large enough to
produce strong currents that might damage boats at moor-
ings. For this purpose we have introduced the functionM(t),
which is calculated by integrating the detided Instantaneous
Slope IS(t) over the intervalISD(t) = [t − tSD,t] of duration
tSD, that is:

M(t) = 1t
∑

IS(t ′), t ′ ∈ ISD(t) (3a)

where the summation is extended over allt ′ belonging to the
interval ISD and1t is the sampling interval. TEDA secure
detection triggers a warning every time the absolute value of
M(t) passes a given thresholdλSD:

|M(t)| ≥ λSD (3b)

and starts an alert state of one hour duration. In case of
consecutive exceedances, the alert state ends one hour after
the last warning. The thresholdλSD has the dimension of a
length and will be given in cm.

We note that from the way it is computed, the function
M(t) is influenced by two characteristic times, namelytIS
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Fig. 2. Example of TEDA functions for the record of the Kuril Islands 2006 tsunami at the Adak tide gauge. Method used A3:tIS = 10 min,
tG = 15 min,tBS= 60 min,λIS = 1 cm min−1, λCF= 2.15. Sampling interval is 1 min. From top to bottom: sea level original record, IS(t),
BS3(t), and CF3(t). Time is counted starting from the tsunami arrival time (t = 0). In every panel, detections of tsunami are indicated with
vertical red lines. In the first panel showing the recorded marigram, it also shows the tsunami state duration (red horizontal line), the secure
detections (orange vertical lines), the secure alert duration (orange horizontal lines), and the end of the tsunami signal (black vertical lines).
Notice that, soon after the first tsunami state ends (about 33.6 h), a new detection is triggered and the corresponding tsunami state lasts for
about 24 h more. Horizontal green lines in the IS and CF3 function panels indicate the corresponding thresholdsλIS andλCF, while in the
BS3 panel they indicate the values assumed by BS3 at the detection time.

(involved in the calculation of IS) andtSD. If we assume that
the detided sea elevation is a pure sinusoidal signal of the
type A sin(ωt) with periodT = 2π /ω and amplitudeA and
that IS(t) can be taken as the mean slope of such a signal in
the intervaltIS, it may be easily shown that the functionM(t)

assumes the following expression:

M(t;A,T ,tIS,tSD) = A/(ωtIS){[cos(ω(t − tSD))

−cos(ω(t − tSD− tIS))]−[cos(ωt)−cos(ω(t − tIS))]}

where the dependence ofM(t) from the relevant parameters
of the signal(A,T ) and of TEDA (tIS, tSD) has been made
explicit. As expected, the functionM is periodic with period
T . By using trigonometric identities, it is easy to see that the
above expression can be rewritten as:

M(t;A,T ,tIS,tSD) = (2/(ωtIS))Asin(ωtIS/2)sin(ωtSD/2)

cos(ω(t − tSD/2− tIS/2))

or also as:

M(t;A,T ,tIS,tSD) = αAsin(ω(t −δ))

where the gain factorα and the delay timeδ are given respec-
tively by:

α = (2/ωtIS)sin(ωtIS/2)sin(ωtSD/2) (3c)

δ = (tSD+ tIS−T/2)/2 (3d)

The above analysis shows that the integral operator intro-
duced in Eq. (3a) may be interpreted as a pass-band filter
acting on the detided residuals of the sea surface elevation
with lateral decay of 6 dB per octave, corresponding to anω

increase in the low-frequency range and to anω−1 decrease
in the high-frequency range. The gain (or transfer) function
of such a filter is plotted in Fig. 3a. Examples of the function
M(t) are given in Fig. 3b whereM(t) is compared against
the detided signal, which is computed by estimating the tide
off-line through cubic-spline approximation. The position
and width of the passing band depend on the time param-
eterstIS and tSD, both of which should be selected in such
a way to filter out short-period waves and very long waves.
In the examples shown in the figures, the passing band goes
approximately from 15 to 50 min.
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Fig. 3a. Transfer functionα(ω) given in Eq. (3c) for the functionM(t) for two different values oftIS (6 min and 8 min) and fortSD= 8 min.
The transfer function decays as 6 dB per octave towards both high (see the envelope) and low frequencies. In the shown examples, the passing
band covers the periods approximately between 15 and 50 min.

2.3 TEDA detiding algorithm

To detide the function IST (t), a Tide(t) function is intro-
duced, which is the Tide Slope Estimation. It is calculated
on the basis of the previous values of the function IST (t),
and in particular on the intervalITide(t) = [t − tTide− tGTide,
t − tGTide], of length tTide, with a gap timetGTide in order to
make the Tide Slope Estimation independent from an incom-
ing anomalous wave. The function Tide(t) is simply the ex-
trapolation to the actual timet of a polynomial, least-square
fitting the function IST (t ′) with t ′ in Itide(t). In this work a
polynomial of degree zero has been used, so that in practice,
Tide (t) is the average of the function IST (t) over the inter-
val ITide(t). Observe that the lengthtTide of ITide should be
appropriately adapted to the degree of the fitting polynomial.
In case of degree 0, the timetTide should be short enough to
allow one to approximate the tidal slope with a constant. The
function Tide(t) is then averaged over an interval of length
tsm to further reduce oscillations of the tidal slope due to the
influence of long period waves. In the application shown in
this paper, the interval lengths used aretTide = 60 min and
tsm= 6 min. As for the intervaltGTide, the following relation-
ships have been assumed:tGTide= tG+1 min.

2.4 Why does TEDA use signal slopes?

Both algorithms of TEDA, i.e. the tsunami detection and the
secure detection algorithms, make use of the slope of the sig-
nal rather than the signal amplitude. The main reason is re-
lated to the need for real-time detiding and the fact that real-
time detided slope estimations are more accurate than esti-
mations of real-time detided amplitudes. Indeed, it is quite
difficult to get a detided signal with very small (and with
a zero mean) tidal residuals through simple real-time filters
(Tolkova, 2010; Kulikov, 1990). On the contrary, the de-
tided slope signal presents smaller tidal residuals, and com-
puting detided slopes is a more robust process. Indeed, de-
tided slopes could be computed in the way it is performed by
TEDA (i.e. by estimating the slope of the signal and of the
tide, and then by subtracting the latter from the former), but
also by following the alternative procedure (i) of estimating
the tidal amplitude, (ii) of calculating the detided signal by
difference, and (iii) of calculating its slope. It is to be stressed
that even though the detided signal resulting from step (ii)
may be affected by unacceptable tidal residuals, slopes re-
sulting from step (iii) usually are not, and are quite similar
to the one computed by the TEDA technique. From detided
slopes, one can obtain unbiased detided functions by integra-
tion over a predetermined time interval, as is made in TEDA
secure detection.
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(tSD= 8 min). Detiding ofm(t) is computed off line through the cubic splines fitting of the tidal signal and by further subtraction. For the
selected combinations of parameters, it is seen thatM(t) is delayed with respect tom(t) and amplified, with gain increasing astIS decreases.

3 TEDA performance indicators

In order to evaluate the performance of TEDA it is conve-
nient to introduce one or more quantitative indicators that can
be distinguished between elementary indicators and group
indicators: in the first category we include all indicators re-
ferring to the analysis of a single event, while in the second
category we put indicators concerning the analysis of groups
of events.

We should point out that all indicators introduced in this
section regard only the TEDA tsunami detection algorithm,
i.e. how well TEDA performs in detecting tsunamis, since
only in this case is it possible to express an evaluation: in-
deed, (1) in the case of a tsunami we can verify if TEDA
tsunami detection algorithm sees it or not, and if it does,
with what amount of delay and how many times, etc; and
likewise (2) in case of no-tsunami, we can count possible
false detections. We observe that concepts as true, missed
and false detections, which are essential to build a set of per-
formance indicators, loose meaning when they are applied
to the TEDA secure detection algorithm. Both algorithms,
i.e. TEDA tsunami detection and TEDA secure detection, are
based on exceedance of prescribed thresholds (see Eqs. 2 and
Eq. 3b), but in the first case the exceedance occurrence is as-
sumed to reveal the occurrence of another event (the tsunami)
and the goodness of this association can be judged objec-

tively, while in the second the exceedance occurrence is per
se the event, and in a sense, the detection is always true and
never false, by definition.

All indicators are not computed in real-time, but in an off-
line mode. Here we concentrate on tsunami detections and
introduce a number of elementary indicators, for which we
first need to define the Tsunami Interval (TI), which is the
interval where the tsunami signal is present: it starts at the
tsunami arrival time and ends when the tsunami can be taken
as finished. How this is identified in the actual records will
be explained later. We distinguish between detections falling
within the Tsunami Interval (TI) and detections falling within
the first 3 h of TI that we call the Detection Window (DW).
The Number of Tsunami Interval Detections is denoted as
NTID, and the Number of “Acceptable” Detections is de-
noted as NAD. For records with no visible tsunami, it was as-
sumed that TI and DW coincide and therefore NTID is equal
to NAD. Further, we introduce the Number of False detec-
tions (NF), where a detection is considered false when it oc-
curs outside the TI. Observe that if NAD is equal to zero this
means that TEDA has failed to detect a tsunami, and this is a
case of a missed detection. Another elementary performance
indicator is the Delay Time (DT) of tsunami detection that is
measured from the beginning of TI, and it is only used for
the acceptable detections (i.e. when the NAD6= 0) occurring
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within the Detection Window (DW). A further elementary
indicator that applies in cases of detections within TI is the
Tsunami State Duration (TSP), defined as the percentage of
TI that is covered by the active tsunami states triggered by
all the detections falling within TI (NTID6= 0). We reiterate
that a tsunami state lasts from the tsunami detection instant
until the function BS(t) reverts to the pre-alert values. If TSP
is quite low (that is much smaller than 100), it means that
TEDA alerts cover only a little portion of the Tsunami Inter-
val and that the tsunami is not recognised as such for most of
the time. It might also happen that a detection occurs before
the starting of TI and that the related tsunami state is active
during the tsunami oscillations contributing to the determi-
nation of TSP. However, in such cases, the detection has to
be considered a false detection and TSP is meaningless.

A further elementary indicator is built, starting from the
values of the thresholdλCF. It is clear, even with the help
of Fig. 2 depicting the functions IS(t), BS(t), and CF(t)
calculated for a specific tsunami record, that changing the
value ofλCF influences the number of TEDA detections. If
λCF is too small, then false detections are to be expected
(NF 6= 0), while if it is too large, the tsunami can be unde-
tected (NAD = 0). Therefore, the elementary indicators NF
and NAD are seen to depend uponλCF and those values of
λCF ensuring no false detections, and at the same time at
least one acceptable detection can be considered adequate.
In general, for each event two intervals can be defined on the
λCF axis, descending directly from NF(λCF) and NAD(λCF):
namely the No-False Detection Interval (NFI) and the Ac-
ceptable Detection Interval (ADI), whose formal respective
definitions are given here below:

NFI = [λCF : NF(λCF) = 0] (4a)

ADI = [λCF : NAD(λCF) ≥ 1] (4b)

Notice that NFI is an infinite interval since, whenλCF is suffi-
ciently large, no detections (either false or not) occur, and can
be characterised by its lower end point NFI1 that is therefore
the limiting value ofλCF beyond which no false detections
are made by TEDA for the specific event under analysis. On
the other hand, ADI is certainly a finite interval, therefore
admitting a lower and an upper end point ADI1 and ADI2. If
an event passes undetected by TEDA, then ADI is an empty
interval and introducing ADI1 and ADI2 in this case is use-
less.

In addition, we can define the Quality Detection Interval
(QDI), which is the intersection of NFI and ADI and is there-
fore given by the following expression:

QDI = [λCF : NF(λCF) = 0 and NAD(λCF) ≥ 1] (4c)

Notice that QDI results to be an empty interval when the
event is undetected (since ADI is empty) and when NFI1 is
larger than ADI2. In all other cases, QDI is not empty and
its lower and upper end points can be denoted respectively as
QDI1 and QDI2, where QDI1 ≡ NFI1 and QDI2 ≡ ADI2.

Correspondingly, a Detection Function DF(λCF) can be in-
troduced that is equal to 1 whenλCF belongs to QDI and is
zero elsewhere, that is:

DF(λCF) = 1 if λCF∈ QDI (5a)

DF(λCF) = 0 otherwise (5b)

When QDI is empty, it follows that DF is identically equal to
zero. Through the indicator QDI we introduce a more strin-
gent requirement on the mere event detection. Indeed, for
all values ofλCF belonging to ADI, TEDA makes a detec-
tion of the event, but it might be a “low-quality” detection
since it might be accompanied by false undesired detections.
Only detections occurring within QDI are high-quality, since
TEDA detects the event with no false alarms. In the TEDA
application shown in this paper, the concept of high-quality
detections has been linked to the absence of false detections.
In principle, the Number of False detections (NF) should be
minimised, since measures taken in case of a wrongly de-
clared tsunami state result in economic losses and undesired
interruption of services. But the requirement can be relaxed
by accepting, for example, a maximum number of false de-
tectionsMFD, that is, by imposing that NF≤ MFD instead of
NF = 0. In the following, we will consider as detections only
the high-quality detections as discussed here.

NFI, ADI, QDI, and DF(λCF) are elementary indica-
tors since they are computed on each single tsunami event,
though they are built on two more basic indicators such as
NF(λCF) and NAD(λCF). On the other hand, starting from
elementary indicators, other indexes can be built in TEDA
that belong to the group indicator category, since they apply
to more than one event and, preferably, to all the considered
events. One key group indicator is built in the following man-
ner. Let us consider a set ofN tsunami events, and let ND be
the number of those detected by TEDA (0< ND ≤ N ), and
let us further consider the QDI(j ) of thej -th detected event.
Since we limit our attention to detected events, QDI(j ) can-
not be an empty interval. We define as the Group QDI (de-
noted GQDI) the interval of theλCF, which is comprised be-
tween the maximum of the lower end points of NFI(k) and
the maximum of the upper end points of the QDI(j ), that is:

GQDI= [λCF : max(NFI1(k))(k = 1,2,...,N) ≤ λCF

≤ max(QDI2(j))(j = 1,2,...,ND)
]

(6a)

It is easy to prove that the above definition is equivalent to
the following one:

GQDI= [λCF : NF(λCF,k))= 0 for anyk ∈ [1,N] and

NAD(λCF,k)) ≥ 1 for at least one value ofk] (6b)

where NF(λCF,k) denotes the indicator NF(λCF) of thek-th
event, and likewise for NAD(λCF,k). In other words GQDI
is the interval of theλCF axis in which one or more of the
N analysed events are high-quality detected. Correspond-
ingly, with GQDI it is convenient to define a Gain Function
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Table 1. Scheme of TEDA performance indicators.

Detection Window
DW (contained in TI)

Tsunami Interval TI Background

Number of Acceptable
Detections NAD(λCF)

Number of Tsunami
Interval detections NTID(λCF)

Number of False
detections NF(λCF)

DT(λCF) Delay time (from the
beginning of the TI interval)

TSP(λCF) Duration of the tsunami
states (percentage of TI)

Elementary performance indicators(one event)

λCF interval definition Missed event Detected event

No-False Detection Interval: NFI = [λCF: NF(λCF) = 0] [NFI1, ∞] [NFI1, ∞]

Acceptable Detection Interval: ADI = [λCF: NAD(λCF) ≥ 1] Ø [ADI1, ADI2]

Quality detection:
Quality Detection Interval: QDI = [λCF: NF(λCF) = 0 and NAD(λCF) ≥ 1]

= NFI ∩ ADI
Ø =[QDI1, QDI2]

≡ [NFI1, ADI2]

Detection Function DF: DF(λCF) = 1, λCF∈ QDI
= 0, otherwise

0 = 1, λCF∈ QDI
= 0, otherwise

Group performance indicators (N events, of which ND detected)
λCF interval definition

Group Quality Detection
Interval:

GQDI = [λCF: (NF(λCF,k)= 0 for ∀k) and
(NAD(λCF,k)≥ 1 for at least 1 value ofk), k = 1,...,N ]

= (∩k=1,..,N NFI(k)) ∩ (∪k=1,..,ND ADI(k))

= [max(NFI1(k)), max(QDI2(j))], k = 1,2,...,N andj = 1,2,...,ND

Gain function GF: GF(λCF) =
∑

k=1,...,ND DF(λCF,k), λCF∈ GQDI
= 0, otherwise

Detection Tsunami Range: DTR(k) = [λCF: GF(λCF) ≥ k], 1≤ k ≤ ND

GF(λCF) that is obtained as the sum of the DF of all the ND
events, that is:

GF(λCF) =

∑ND

k=1
DF(λCF,k), λCF∈ GQDI

= 0, otherwise (7)

For each value of the detection thresholdλCF, GF provides
the value of the number of tsunami events that are detected
by TEDA, hence assuming values that are comprised be-
tween 0 and ND. Moreover, we can also introduce the in-
terval DTR(k), what we call the Detection Tsunami Range
and define as:

DTR(k) = [λCF : GF(λCF) ≥ k], 1≤ k ≤ ND (8)

DTR(k) is therefore the interval ofλCF, where there are at
leastk event detections and no false detections.

The above indicators, when properly organised in criteria,
serve to select the setting of the TEDA parameters provid-

ing the best performance of the algorithm. A scheme of the
performance indicators is provided in Table 1.

4 The data

The elementary and group indicators for TEDA have been
conceived as a set of tools to evaluate the performance of
the algorithm. One of the main reasons to use them is to
help select the TEDA parameter setting that optimises its ef-
ficiency. Indeed, before applying TEDA in a real-time mode
to the records of a given coastal station, a test or learning
phase should be carried out where an appropriate “learning
data set”, consisting of previous records of that station, if
available, or of similar stations, should be processed offline
by means of different configurations of TEDA settings with
the purpose to find the most adequate configuration, that is,
the configuration that performs best.
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Fig. 4. Spectral analysis of the Adak Island tide gauge records. Sample interval is 1 min. The black line is the background spectral density
(with no tsunami) averaged over 70 days, with the gray lines representing the corresponding 10th and 90th percentile. The lines above are
average spectral densities computed for the Andreanov 1996 (E1), the Kuril Islands 2006 (E3), the Peru 2001 (E5), the Rat Island 2003 (E7),
and the Tonga 2006 (E14) events. Spectral densities curves are shifted through an amplification factor to make an easier inter-comparison.
Spectral densities are calculated through FFT on 10.5 h moving windows over intervals of various length: for tsunamis, such intervals are
adapted to the duration of the tsunami signal. Notice that all spectral densities have similar shapes, indicating that local eigenmodes are the
dominant factor. The main spectral peaks are around 3–4, 10, 13–14, 16, 21–24, 35 and 48–52 min.

In order to show how TEDA works, a learning dataset is
used in this paper that was made available by PMEL/NOAA
and that consists of sea-level time series recorded by a tide-
gauge station located in the Adak Island, Alaska, that is one
of the oldest stations in the USA coastal station network, with
a rich archive of records including many historical tsunami
events.

The station is located inside a harbour, in a bay on the
NE coast of the Adak Island. The local tide has a maximum
range of about 2 m. The site is frequently windy, which is a
factor favourable to the onset of local seiches that are ampli-
fied by the resonant effect of local basins (Rabinovich et al.,
2006). One should bear in mind that often times, tsunamis
and seiches go together because tsunamis can excite local
resonances, with the consequence that tsunami spectra may
be dominated by resonant peaks masking the source signa-
ture (see Honda et al., 1908; Miller et al., 1962; Miller, 1972;
Sanchez and Farreras, 1983; Van Dorn, 1984; Rabinovich,
1997; Rabinovich et al., 2006).

The Adak Island learning dataset includes about 141 days
in the period 1996–2010, of which about 18 with tsunami
signal and the remaining 123 with only background signal

(see Table 2). Spectral analysis has been carried out on the
detided sea level records covering about 70 out of the 123
days with no tsunami events by applying the FFT technique
over a moving window of 10.5 h. Only the background sig-
nal before the event, but not after, has been here considered
to avoid any influence of the event on the calculated back-
ground spectral densities. One of the results of the analysis
is that the average background spectral density is not so dif-
ferent from the ones computed in case of tsunamis. In Fig. 4,
where such spectral densities are plotted, one sees that most
of the spectral peaks of the (no tsunami) background per-
sist even when a tsunami arrives. It is also relevant to stress
that the background spectral density was found to remain
significantly stable and that the same spectral peaks can be
observed not only in the average curve, but also in all sea
conditions (from calm to rough sea), which means that lo-
cal oscillations are easy to excite and well persistent. The
considerable number of peaks and their corresponding peri-
ods ranging from 2–3 min up to more than 30 min testify that
eigenmodes of basins of various size and complicated ge-
ometry are involved (from the harbour basin where the tide
gauge station is installed to the larger bay where the harbour
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Table 2. Tsunami events. Date and location of the tsunami are listed, together with the magnitude of the tsunamigenic earthquakes. Event E4
is of volcanic origin. For each event, the total length (in days) of the examined record is given and it is further split into the length of the
tsunami signal and the length of the background signal. Additional time series with no tsunami have also been examined, with length given
in raw B1. Altogether the total length of the background signal analysed is about 123 days. The event E1 is indeed a double tsunami with
two earthquake sources: the main shock followed 11 h later by a smaller aftershock.

Event Date Earthquake Record Event background Source location
magnitude (days) (days) (days)

E1 10 June 1996 7.9 6.66 0.57 6.09 Andreanof Islands, AK, USA
7.3

E2 27 February 2010 8.8 3.00 2.41 0.59 Chile Off Southern Coast
E3 15 November 2006 8.3 18.00 2.14 15.86 Kuril Islands, Russia
E4 7 August 2008 – 2.00 0.44 1.56 Kasatochi volcano, USA
E5 23 June 2001 8.4 4.98 1.06 3.92 South Peru
E6 15 August 2007 8.0 2.00 0.75 1.25 South Peru
E7 17 November 2003 7.8 10.12 0.51 9.61 Rat Island, Aleutian Islands, AK, USA
E8 26 December 2004 9.0 9.25 1.97 7.28 Indonesia off West Coast of Sumatra
E9 29 September 2009 8.0 2.00 1.80 0.20 Samoa
E10 7 October 2009 7.6 1.00 0.53 0.47 Vanuatu
E11 1 April 2007 8.1 3.00 2.33 0.67 Solomon Islands
E12 13 January 2007 8.1 2.25 0.57 1.68 Kuril Islands, Russia
E13 3 January 2009 7.6 1.00 0.57 0.43 North Coast of Papua New Guinea
E14 3 May 2006 8.0 23.00 1.70 21.30 Tonga
E15 5 December 1997 7.8 5.56 0.12 5.44 Kamchatka, Russia
E16 26 November 1999 7.5 3.33 0.12 3.21 Vanuatu
E17 25 September 2003 8.3 1.57 0.12 1.45 Hokkaido Island, Japan
B1 No tsunami – 42.20 0.00 42.20 Background record

Total 140.92 17.71 123.21

is placed and to channels separating the Adak Island from the
other islands of the Aleutian archipelago). The most promi-
nent peak seems to be located at 13–14 min.

5 Tsunami events

The records examined by TEDA in the application shown in
this paper include 17 tsunami events, which are listed in Ta-
ble 2 and that will hereafter be denoted by Ek (k = 1,17).
They have been ordered according to their descending mag-
nitude in the local records, that is measured through the
tsunami range (see last column of Table 3). These events
were recorded by the Adak Island tide gauge from 1996 to
2010 with a sampling interval of 1 min. One event (E4) has
volcanic origin, generated during the 2008 explosive erup-
tion of the Kasatochi Volcano near the Adak Island. All
the remaining events have seismic origin. The Andreanov
1996 (E1) and the Rat Island 2003 (E7) events can be con-
sidered near field, while all other earthquake-induced events
are far field since they were generated along the South-
American (Chile 2010 and Peru 2001, 2007), Russian (Kam-
chatka 1997, Kuril Islands 2006, 2007), and Japanese coasts
(Hokkaido 2003); or near South Pacific Islands (Vanuatu
1999, 2009, Tonga 2006, Solomon Islands 2007, Papua New

Guinea 2009, Samoa 2009) and in the Indian Ocean (Sumatra
2004).

The spectral densities of some sea-level records are shown
in Fig. 4, and, as already remarked in the previous section,
they are quite similar to each other, which can be interpreted
as the proof that tsunamis excite oscillation modes typical of
the site. However, different tsunamis may be characterised
by different source signature and so they may also exhibit
distinctive peaks in the record: indeed, the E1 tsunami has a
distinctive peak around 30 min and the E7 tsunami shows an
additional peak with a period of 63 min.

The detided signals of the 17 tsunamis are plotted in Fig. 5.
Notice that in this case, detiding was not performed by means
of TEDA that always works on original sea-level records in-
cluding tides and uses its own real-time detiding algorithm
described in Sect. 2. Detiding was performed off-line with
estimates of tide obtained by cubic splines fitting with the
purpose to better show the tsunami signal in the graphs. The
learning dataset includes events that occurred in different
months of the year, which ensures that different climate con-
ditions are taken into account in the application of the algo-
rithm, which is reflected in the different magnitude of the
background signal. All events have moderate amplitudes,
with the largest being of about 50 cm for the tsunami E1 (see
also Table 3). It is worth further noting that the event E1 is
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Fig. 5. Detided sea-level records of the 17 tsunami events analysed. Detiding was obtained through cubic splines fitting. The vertical red line
at time 0 indicates the time of tsunami arrival, while the orange vertical line at time 3 h indicates the end of the tsunami Detection Window
DW. The subsequent red vertical segments in each record are the end of the tsunami signal. The interval comprised between the beginning
and the end of the tsunami is designated as the Tsunami Interval TI. For some events TI is longer than 24 h.

indeed a double one, with two tsunamis generated by two dis-
tinct earthquakes: anM = 7.3 aftershock following the main
M = 7.9 shock 11 h later, which produced a second tsunami.
In this work, the two tsunamis have been considered together
as a single event.

In most cases the tsunami signal in the detided records has
been identified manually by visual inspection, and the tem-
poral limits of the tsunami beginning and end have been as-
signed correspondingly (see Fig. 5), also by taking into ac-
count data from papers (e.g. Eble et al., 1997; Wang and Liu,
2006) and from tsunami catalogues (NOAA/WDC Historical
Tsunami Database at NGDC and WCATWC Tsunami Cat-
alog), and by considering estimated arrival times from nu-
merical simulations. We recall here that the identified inter-
val between the start and the beginning of the tsunami has
been denoted as Tsunami Interval (TI). In cases of an un-
clear tsunami signal, as is the case for the E15, E16 and E17
events, the tsunami start has been assumed to occur 30 min
before the estimated arrival time, extrapolated from tsunami
propagation maps obtained by means of Websift, NOAA, and
the tsunami has hence been taken to last 3 h. In TEDA ter-
minology, we can state that TI has been assumed to be equal
to the tsunami Detection Window (DW): TI = DW. The as-
sumed shifting of 30 min aims to account for uncertainty in
the tsunami arrival time estimation. In Fig. 5, the tsunami

detided records are shown with indication of the identified
or assumed tsunami start and end instants, while Table 3
provides information on the tsunami wave amplitudes and
heights during the initial phase (first wave) as well as within
the Detection Window DW and the Tsunami Interval TI.

6 Assessment of the tsunami detection algorithm
performance

In the application shown in this paper, the performance of
TEDA has been evaluated by using only a subset of the pos-
sible options of TEDA, namely by using all the methods A1,
A2, and A3 to compute the function BS(t) (see Eqs. 1a–c),
and by varying the temporal parameterstIS, tG, andtGtide, that
enter in the definition of the basic intervalsIIS(t) andIBS(t),
and also in the detiding algorithm. Seven different combina-
tions of the temporal parameters have been tried, which are
named Cn (n = 1,7) with association explained in Table 4.
In total, therefore, as many as 21 TEDA configurations have
been tested. The parameters that have been assumed as in-
variant in this application aretBS = 60 min, tTide = 60 min,
andtsm= 6 min. Even the thresholdλIS for |IS| has been kept
constant and equal to 1 cm min−1. For each event (Ek) and
each configuration Cn, TEDA tsunami detection has been
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Table 3. Tsunami amplitudes and heights. The minimum and maximum sea elevations are denoted by m and M respectively: they refer to the
first wave, to the Detection Window DW (i.e. the 3 h long interval within which a TEDA detection is considered successful), and the Tsunami
Interval TI (i.e. the interval where tsunami signal is present). In particular, in the various columns the following quantities are given: the 1st
half-wave amplitude (positive for a crest and negative for a trough); the 1st wave height; the largest peak in the DW; the largest peak in the
whole TI; and the tsunami range, i.e. the difference between the maximum and the minimum in the DW and in the TI. Notice that events
have been numbered according to the descending range of the tsunami waves within TI (last column). Given the difficulties in identifying
the first wave for events E15, E16 and E17, the respective information is not given.

Event 1st half-wave amplitude: 1st wave height: DW wave peak: TI wave peak: DW tsunami range: TI tsunami range:
m or M M-m m or M m or M M-m M-m

(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

E1 12 36 −51 −51 100 100
E2 12 36 −37 −37 71 72
E3 8 15 19 26 35 45
E4 −4 12 −10 20 18 37
E5 −4 9 10 13 16 27
E6 6 9 6 −11 10 21
E7 5 9 12 12 20 21
E8 3 7 9 10 16 21
E9 5 6 8 12 14 20
E10 −6 15 −10 −10 19 19
E11 −2 4 −3 7 6 14
E12 2 5 −6 8 12 14
E13 −5 9 −6 −7 11 13
E14 −5 8 7 7 12 14
E15 −9 −9 18 18
E16 −5 −5 10 10
E17 3 3 6 6

Table 4. Combinations of the temporal parameterstIS, tG, and
TGTide. We recall that in this work,tBS, tTide, and tsm are kept
constant and equal totBS= tTide= 60 min andtsm= 6 min.

Combination tIS (min) tG (min) tGTide (min)

C1 6 16 17
C2 6 11 12
C3 8 16 17
C4 8 11 12
C5 10 16 17
C6 10 11 12
C7 12 16 17

tested with the CF thresholdλCF ranging from 1.0 to 5.0 at
steps of 0.05.

Table 5 shows the events that are detected. We recall that
the learning dataset on which TEDA has been applied in-
cludes about 141 days of data and 17 tsunami events (see Ta-
ble 2). We observe further that imposing no false detection
for TEDA on the learning dataset, which includes about 123
no-tsunami days, does not guarantee that TEDA will always
avoid false detections. However, this strict requirement will

certainly limit the number of false detections when TEDA is
applied real-time in the operational routine. This topic will
be touched upon later on in the paper.

We further recall that an event is detected by TEDA if
the corresponding Detection Function DF in GQDI is not
identically zero, i.e. if TEDA shows no false detection and
NAD > 0 for at least one value ofλCF (see Eqs. 4c and 5).
The first immediate observation is that most of the tested con-
figurations detect no events, or at most they detect only one
(namely E1, which is the tsunami showing the largest oscil-
lations – see Table 3). There are as many as 11 events missed
by all configurations (namely E5, E6, E7, E8, E9, E11, E12,
E13, E15, E16, E17). All the missed events are small and
some of them (E15, E16, E17) cannot be recognised in the
records, even in post-processing.

Looking at the results, it is evident that method A3 is the
most efficient, while method A2 detects only the E1 event
and only with combination C7. Therefore, method A2 turns
out to be quite inefficient. This is a result to be stressed,
since the way BS2 is computed, which is based on the calcu-
lation of the standard deviation of the background noise (see
Eq. 1b), is one of the most common ways to characterise
the background in signal detection techniques (see e.g. au-
tomatic seismic picking algorithms: Allen, 1978; Earle and
Shearer, 1994), comparing short-term to long-term averages.
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Table 5. Events detected (that is with DF(λCF) in GQDI not identically equal to zero) by all tested TEDA configurations, that are obtained
by applying methods A1, A2 and A3 with different combinations of temporal parameters (see Table 3 for event codes and Table 4 for
combinations).

Combination Method A1 Method A2 Method A3

C1 – – E1
C2 E1 – E1
C3 E1 – E1
C4 E1 – E1, E3
C5 E1, E14 – E1, E2, E3, E4, E10, E14
C6 E1, E14 – E1, E2, E3, E14
C7 E1, E3, E10 E1 E1, E2, E3, E4, E10

Table 6. Detection results for the configurations A3C5 and A3C7 for all events detected within the respective interval DTR(5). DTRA3C5(5)
ranges from 2.15–2.35, while DTRA3C7(5) ranges from 2.05–2.15 (see Fig. 6). The value at the detection time of functions IS, BS3 and CF3
is also given together with the Delay Time (DT), the Tsunami State Duration (TSP) and the Number of Tsunami Interval Detections (NTID)
falling within the Tsunami Interval (TI), and the Number of Acceptable Dections (NAD) falling within the Detection Window (DW). To
reiterate, the only detections within the DW are TEDA detections, though the NTIDs are not considered false detections and contribute to
TSP.

Method Event DTR(5) DT (min) TSP % NTID NAD IS(DT) (cm min−1) BS3(DT) (cm min−1) CF(DT)

A3C5 E1 2.15–2.35 2 99.7 1 1 1.30 0.48 2.72

A3C5 E2 2.15–2.20 159 4.0 1 1 −9.13 4.07 2.24

A3C5 E3 2.15 18 99.0 3 1 −1.60 0.71 2.26
2.20 18 64.9 2 1 −1.60 0.71 2.26
2.25 18 64.9 1 1 −1.60 0.71 2.26

2.30–2.35 19 64.9 1 1 −1.73 0.71 2.44

A3C5 E4 2.15–2.35 38 94.1 1 1 1.35 0.57 2.36

A3C5 E10 2.15 27 58.7 1 1 1.25 0.57 2.19
2.20–2.35 28 58.5 1 1 1.49 0.57 2.62

A3C5 E14 2.15 12 22.0 2 1 1.09 0.42 2.57
2.20–2.35 12 15.2 1 1 1.09 0.42 2.57

A3C7 E1 2.05–2.15 2 99.7 1 1 1.01 0.44 2.27

A3C7 E2 2.05 28 9.6 1 1 −3.05 1.46 2.09
2.10 29 9.6 1 1 −3.09 1.46 2.11
2.15 160 4.0 1 1 −7.85 3.59 2.19

A3C7 E3 2.05 19 99.0 2 1 −1.40 0.59 2.38
2.10–2.15 19 64.9 1 1 −1.40 0.59 2.38

A3C7 E4 2.05–2.15 39 93.9 1 1 1.13 0.47 2.39

A3C7 E10 2.05–2.10 28 58.8 1 1 1.08 0.51 2.12
2.15 29 58.7 1 1 1.30 0.51 2.55

Methods A1 and A3 work better with almost all parame-
ter combinations, detecting at least one tsunami event, with
the exception of A1C1 that misses all tsunamis. The maxi-
mum number of events detected is six, which was by method
A3C5, followed by five events detected by A3C7, four events
detected by A3C6, and three by A1C7.

The performance of the various TEDA configurations can
be further evaluated by means of the Group Quality Detec-
tion Intervals, GQDIs, defined by Eq. (6a), which are plotted
in Fig. 6, and from which one can also easily deduce the re-
sulting Gain Function (GF)(λCF) and the corresponding De-
tection Tsunami Ranges DTR(k). In terms of GF(λCF), we
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Fig. 6. For every TEDA configuration (i.e. for each method and parameter combinations), the Group Quality Detection Intervals (GQDI, see
Eq. 6a) are given (in orange). In addition the intervals QDI of the detected events are plotted but only when they overlap with the GQDI. We
observe that the QDI plot of the event E1 would coincide identically with the GQDI for all configurations. From this figure one can deduce
easily both the gain function GF(λCF) as well as the Detection Tsunami Ranges DTR. In the text particular attention is given to the range
DTR(5). Vertical red bars indicate the last value of the testedλCF for which NF6= 0.

can rephrase the above statements by stating that the maxi-
mum value of GF is 6 for the configuration A3C5; and is 5
for the configuration A3C7. These configurations turn out to
be the best performing and are therefore the ones on which
the attention will be focused in the following.

In order to compare the detection results obtained by
A3C5 and A3C7, we first take into account the interval
DTR(5) as defined through the expression (8), which is
the interval of λCF where both reveal at least 5 events:
DTRA3C5(5) = [2.15,2.35] and DTRA3C7(5) = [2.05,2.15].
Results are shown in Table 6. We observe that both in-
tervals are quite short. We further observe that the analy-
sis of such TEDA indicators cannot help give an univocal
evaluation. Indeed, we note that the length of the DTR(5)
range is longer for A3C5, which is an element in favour of
A3C5, since a longer DTR suggests that a tsunami can trig-
ger a detection alert for a wider range of threshold values and
therefore allows more flexibility for TEDA operational pro-
cedures. On the other hand, DTRA3C7(5) contains smaller
values than DTRA3C5(5), which is in favour of A3C7, since
lower thresholds imply that the corresponding configuration
would have the potential to trigger a detection for smaller
tsunami. The elementary indicators DT and TSP are given in

Table 6 and are also compared in Fig. 7, while Fig. 8 shows
the DTs graphically marked on the detided records of the de-
tected events. From the upper panel of Fig. 7 regarding DT, it
can be seen that there are no substantial differences between
the Delay Times obtained by the two configurations for four
events, namely E1, E3, E10, and E4, listed here in ascend-
ing order of DT. The main differences regard events E14 and
E2. Event E14 is seen quite soon (DT = 12 min) and only by
A3C5. In contrast, event E2 is detected by both configura-
tions: it is seen by A3C5 at time DT = 159 min (λCF = 2.15,
2.20), out of scale in Fig. 7; while A3C7 gives much faster
detections only for thresholdsλCF = 2.05, 2.10, with Delay
Times respectively DT = 29, 30 min. Notice that raising the
threshold toλCF= 2.15 causes the Delay Time to increase to
DT = 160 min.

The comparison of TSP (Table 6 and Fig. 7) confirms that
values resulting from the two configurations are quite sim-
ilar for the group of four events also having similar DTs.
Notice further that these are the only ones possessing TSP
values about or larger than 60%, with a consequent tsunami
state that covers at least 50% of the tsunami duration. Some
differences can be observed for the other events for which,
however, TSP is too low (less than 25%).
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Table 7. Values of TEDA functions IS and BS3 within the tsunami Detection Window (DW) and within the preceding time interval of
20 min length for both configurations A3C5 and A3C7. Time is measured from the beginning of the Tsunami Interval (TI). It is interesting to
compare the maximum value of BS3 in the 20 min long interval with the maximum IS value of the Detection Window. Notice that for events
E6, E11, E13, E17, the function|IS| remains below the thresholdλIS = 1 cm min−1 within the entire Detection Window.

Event Time interval A3C5 A3C7

(min) max(|IS|) max(BS3) mean(BS3) max(|IS|) max(BS3) mean(BS3)
(cm min−1) (cm min−1) (cm min−1) (cm min−1) (cm min−1) (cm min−1)

E1 [−20,0] 0.5 0.56 0.49 0.42 0.46 0.45
E1 [0,180] 13.17 13.17 9.6 10.51 10.51 7.66
E2 [−20,0] 0.97 0.52 0.52 0.83 0.44 0.44
E2 [0,180] 9.13 9.13 3.98 7.85 7.85 3.36
E3 [−20,0] 0.67 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.48 0.46
E3 [0,180] 4.33 4.15 2.52 3.65 3.41 2.14
E4 [−20,0] 0.25 0.44 0.44 0.26 0.37 0.37
E4 [0,180] 2 2 1.41 1.72 1.72 1.17
E5 [−20,0] 0.28 0.33 0.33 0.28 0.3 0.3
E5 [0,180] 1.65 1.34 0.93 1.5 1.23 0.85
E7 [−20,0] 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.81 0.8 0.55
E7 [0,180] 2.67 2.67 1.79 1.99 1.99 1.4
E8 [−20,0] 0.4 0.89 0.74 0.44 0.75 0.66
E8 [0,180] 1.47 1.47 0.67 1.19 1.19 0.59
E9 [−20,0] 0.36 0.36 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.28
E9 [0,180] 1.85 1.85 1.41 1.36 1.36 1.08
E10 [−20,0] 0.57 0.5 0.5 0.51 0.46 0.46
E10 [0,180] 1.82 1.82 1.41 1.6 1.6 1.2
E12 [−20,0] 0.33 0.42 0.42 0.27 0.35 0.35
E12 [0,180] 1.58 1.58 1.19 1.29 1.29 0.97
E14 [−20,0] 0.47 0.44 0.44 0.37 0.41 0.41
E14 [0,180] 1.42 1.42 1.07 1.17 1.17 0.89
E15 [−20,0] 0.73 1.04 1.04 0.58 0.77 0.77
E15 [0,180] 1.45 1.45 1 1.32 1.32 0.83
E16 [−20,0] 0.69 0.92 0.92 0.53 0.8 0.8
E16 [0,180] 1.32 1.32 1.04 1.1 1.1 0.85
E6 [0,180] 0.91 0.91 0.84 0.77 0.77 0.71
E11 [0,180] 0.45 0.45 0.38 0.39 0.39 0.34
E13 [0,180] 0.92 0.92 0.57 0.81 0.81 0.52
E17 [0,180] 0.8 0.65 0.39 0.59 0.5 0.32

7 Discussion of the tsunami detection results

In general, the number of events detected for each config-
uration is quite low. The only events detected are E1, E2,
E3, E4, E10, and E14, while all other events are missed with
every method and parameter combination. The Andreanov
1996 tsunami (E1) is the one with the highest number of de-
tections, followed by the Kuril Island 2006 tsunami (E3).

We point out, however, that all the events considered in
our database of the Adak Island tide-gauge records are mod-
est with no large amplitudes (see Table 3): in particular, the
events E6, E11, E13, and E17 do not meet even the first con-
dition for detection (see Eq. 2a), since for them|IS(t)| never
exceeds the assumed thresholdλIS = 1 cm min−1. This can
be seen in Table 7, where, for each event one can find the

maximum values that are taken by the time functions|IS(t)|
and BS3(t), as well as by the average of BS3(t), separately
within a 20-min long window just preceding the event and
within the Detection Window (DW). Notice further that the
events E15, E16, and E17 are too small to be distinguished
from the background noise (see Table 3), and missing detec-
tion is not a serious problem.

As regards the six events detected, four (E1, E2, E3, E4)
are characterised by the largest wave amplitude and height,
while two (E10, E14) are quite small. The events E1, E2, E3,
and E4 are detected by A3C5 and A3C7 all within the first
40 min, with the exception of the event E2 (see Table 6). The
event E2 is characterised by very long periods (about 40 min)
and by increasing amplitudes, which makes the tsunami de-
tection problematic. The detection results for this event are
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indeed quite bad, with Delay Times DT = 159 and 160 min,
and as a consequence a very low TSP (TSP = 4%), with
the exclusion of the lowest thresholds for the configuration
A3C7, which gives a reasonable detection (DT = 28, 29 min),
but a low value of TSP (TSP = 9.6%).

The detection of event E10 is an example of how TEDA
may detect small events, since the E10 situation meets the hy-
pothesis at the base of the algorithm, that is this event arrives
with a quite high first wave on low background. As for event
E14, that event is also quite small, noting that its detection is
exceptional and fortuitous, since the event occurred in a very
low background condition and with the first wave just pass-
ing the assumed threshold ofλIS: |IS| = 1.09≥ 1 (cm min−1).

As for the other cases, i.e. E5, E7, E8, E9, E12 (and
E14), some hypotheses about the missed detections can be
made. The Peru 2001 (E5) and the Sumatra 2004 (E8)
events are far-field tsunamis and reach the tide gauge with
a train of waves of slowly increasing amplitude. TEDA
tsunami detection, however, is conceived to work with im-
pulsive signals. Indeed, a slowly increasing signal, which
is also typical of phenomena of atmospheric origin like se-
iches, is not supposed to trigger a detection because of
the simultaneous increasing of the slope functions IS and
BS. In addition, the E8 tsunami arrives when the func-
tion BS is too high relative to the size of the tsunami
(see Table 7 and compare max(BS3) = 0.75 cm min−1 against
max(|IS|) = 1.19 cm min−1). A possible reason why E7 is
missed by all configurations can be the presence of a big os-
cillation, well visible in the record (see Fig. 5) right before
the starting of the tsunami event. This increases the func-
tion BS3 and at the same time keeps CF at about the same
level, hence masking the following tsunami waves. As for
the missed detections of the events E9 and E12, it happens
that the first incoming wave for both events is too low to
pass the assumed thresholdλIS. When the first wave is not
recognised, it is incorporated in the background by TEDA:
therefore the function BS increases, which as a consequence
prevents the function CF to rise. We also note, however, that
these two events are quite small, as they both reach a maxi-
mum value of|IS| about 1.3 cm min−1 (see Table 7).

The above considerations and the analysis of the perfor-
mance indicators allows us to judge which ones of the 21
explored configurations are preferred for the application of
TEDA to the Adak Island tide gauge station. The choice is
restricted between configurations A3C5 and A3C7, yet we
stress that the analysis of the number of detections, of the
Delay Time (DT), of the Tsunami State Duration (TSP), and
of the Detection Tsunami Range (DTR(5)) has not provided
us unambiguous elements to make a decision. In the next
section we will add a further element for the evaluation.

8 Analysis of the background signal and implication on
TEDA performance

In Sect. 4 the background signal has been analysed to identify
the main spectral components, finding that spectral densities
are quite stable, exhibiting a series of peaks (the dominant
being around 13–14 min) that persist even in the case of a
tsunami. In this section we examine the background signal
in view of establishing if the site conditions are favourable
to the application of TEDA, and also in the attempt to distin-
guish between the performance of the configurations A3C5
and A3C7.

Since we expect that sea surface oscillations, once de-
tided, depend on weather conditions, we also expect that they
show a seasonal variability that predominates inter-annual
changes, that is predominates changes from one year to the
other. Under this assumption, since analysing one year or an-
other is equivalent, we explored the Adak Island tide gauge
dataset at a 1 min sampling rate to find a concatenated se-
quence of one year of data in the period between July 2005
and June 2010. Since this was not possible due to quite fre-
quent intervals of missing data, we have built a virtual year of
data on a day-of-year basis, grouping together the available
days from 1 to 365 of different years. For example, for the
first day of the virtual year (1 January) only data from years
2009 and 2010 could be used, since they have a continuous
sea level record, while the remaining years have too many
gaps in data. Likewise for the second day (2 January) only
data from years 2006, 2008, 2009 and 2010 have been used,
and so on. Indeed, the main problem derives from frequent
gaps in data. If gaps are too long or too frequent in one day,
that day is considered inadequate to build the virtual sample.
In the other cases, gaps of missing data have been filled by
interpolation according to a two-step procedure. First, only
gaps not longer than 12 min and preceded and followed by
at least 4 min of data have been interpolated. Then in the
second round, the linear interpolation regarded longer gaps,
but not longer than 18 min and provided that they were sur-
rounded by at least 90 min of data before and after. Consid-
ering that the predominant period of the Adak Islands tide
gauge records is about 13–14 min (see Fig. 4), the linear in-
terpolation can involve an entire wave period. With the above
procedure we have been able to build a full 365-day long vir-
tual year of no-tsunami data, i.e. a set of 365 intervals 24-h
long referring to consecutive days from the 1 January to the
31 December.

The background signal BS(t) has been computed for the
entire virtual-year data set at the time step of 1 min. Since in
Sect. 6 configurations A3C5 and A3C7 have proven to per-
form better than the others, the corresponding settings have
been used to compute BS(t), or more precisely BS3(t). The
two yearly normalised frequency distributions are shown in
Fig. 9a. The computed values of BS3 have been grouped in
semi-open bins (that include the lower endpoint and exclude
the upper one), with width of 0.1 cm min−1. For each of such
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bins, all BS3 values included in the interval are counted with
a weight of 1/(365n), with n being equal to the number of
years available for the given day, in order to get a total weight
of 1/365 for every day of the year. In the following, each bin
will be referred to by means of its central point. The corre-
sponding cumulative distributions are displayed in Fig. 9b.
The two resulting distributions have similar shape, but with
some clear difference. Frequencies of the A3C5 curve com-
pared to the ones of the A3C7 curve tend to be smaller for
lower values of BS3 and higher for larger values, the dis-
criminant being 0.40 cm min−1. They are both unimodal and
asymmetrical with mode in the bin 0.35 cm min−1 for the
configuration A3C7 and in the bin 0.45 cm min−1 for A3C5.
Furthermore, they are both positive skew with a long right
tail, but the A3C7 distribution has a visibly higher skew-
ness than the A3C5 distribution. From the cumulative dis-
tributions we see that the 60th percentile falls between bins
0.35–0.45 cm min−1; the 80th percentile falls between bins
0.45–0.55 cm min−1 for A3C7 and between the following
bins 0.55–0.65 cm min−1 for A3C5. Similarly, the 90th per-
centile is shifted by one bin and passes from between 0.55–
0.65 cm min−1 for A3C7 to 0.65–0.75 cm min−1 for A3C5.

What is relevant in terms of TEDA tsunami detection al-
gorithm is the value of the thresholdλIS, since when the
function |IS(t)| is belowλIS, no tsunami detection can oc-
cur (see Eq. 2a). Since BS3 is computed on the basis of the
max(|IS(t)|) within the intervalIBS (see Eq. 1c), then BS3(t)
< λIS implies that|IS(t)| < λIS. Because in the present ap-
plication it is assumed thatλIS = 1 cm min−1, it is relevant to
observe that the value BS3 = 1 cm min−1 is around the 96th
(98th) percentile of the A3C5 (A3C7) frequency distribution,
which means that TEDA is expected to give no false detec-
tions in at least the 96% (98%) of the cases, or, in other
words, in most of the days of the year. This consideration
gives us a two-percent element in favour of configuration
A3C7 over A3C5. For the rest of the days, a false detec-
tion may occur if the second criterion (Eq. 2b) is matched,
but nothing can be decided on the basis of the BS frequency
distribution alone. We recall, however, following the per-
formance analysis on the TEDA tsunami detection algorithm
carried out in Sect. 6, that we have set up the thresholdλCF
in such a way to get no false detections in the learning data
set, which ensures that false detections are unlikely.

In addition to false detections, a further relevant issue is
that of missed detections. So one question we can pose is
how big a tsunami has to be in order to be detected, given
the distribution of the background signal we have found. To
answer, let us assume that the signalm(t) of a marigram with
a tsunami can be functionally seen as the superposition of
the backgroundb(t) and of the tsunami signalf (t), so that
the total signalm(t) is equal to the summ(t) = b(t)+f (t).
With this assumption, the sea level slopem′(t) is given by
m′(t) = b′(t)+f ′(t). In terms of TEDA functions, taking
into account the definition (1c), we can consider|IS(t)| as an
estimation of|m′(t)|, and BS3(t) as an estimation of|b′(t)|.

Analogously we can introduce|IStsu(t)| as the estimate of the
tsunami slope|f ′(t)|. It is then possible to maximise|IS(t)|
in the following way:

|IS(t)| ≤ |IStsu(t)|+BS3(t) ≤ max(|IStsu(t)|)+BS3(t) (9)

In view of the conditions (2a) and (2b), a tsunami cannot be
detected if either|IS| < λIS or |IS| < λCFBS3, which implies
that it is even more so if either

max(|IStsu(t)|)+BS3< λIS (10a)

or

max(|IStsu(t)|)+BS3< λCFBS3, (10b)

The above inequalities can be transformed into no-detection
conditions in terms of BS3:

BS3< λIS−max(|IStsu(t)|)=IS1 (11a)

BS3> max(|IStsu(t)|)/(λCF−1)=IS2 (11b)

where IS1 and IS2 are implicitly defined and the second in-
equality holds ifλCF > 1. Let us try an interpretation of
such inequalities. On the BS3 axis, they define two inter-
vals of BS3, where a tsunami of a given maximum value
max(|IStsu(t)|) is undetected. More precisely, when the con-
ditions (11a) and (11b) are true, then the tsunami is missed,
but it can also be missed even if the conditions are not met
(for instance, if detection does not occur within the Detec-
tion Window DW). Therefore, they define the two minimum
intervals of no-detection. Consider that for those values of
max(|IStsu(t)|) for which IS1< IS2, the two intervals do not
overlap. On the other hand, when IS1≥ IS2, they overlap
and consequently any value of BS3 satisfies the system of in-
equalities (11) and the tsunami is therefore undetected. The
frequency distribution of undetected tsunamis can be derived
from the cumulative frequency distribution of BS3 given in
Fig. 9b and expressed as a function of max(|IStsu(t)|). In
Fig. 10, this type of frequency distribution is displayed for
configurations A3C5 and A3C7 (blue and green curves re-
spectively), together with the corresponding complementary
distributions (red and orange curves). To be more precise,
in Fig. 10 a number of distributions are plotted correspond-
ing to all the values of the thresholdλCF that are included
in the intervals DTRA3C5(5) and DTRA3C7(5). If we inter-
pret normalised frequency as probabilities, these curves pro-
vide a lower limit to the probability that a tsunami of given
max(|IStsu(t)|) is missed, passing as undetected, while the
complementary curves provide an upper limit to the probabil-
ity that such a tsunami will be detected. On comparing such
curves, it is clear that configuration A3C7 is more adequate
than A3C5 for all the used values ofλCF, since it guaran-
tees a smaller lower limit for no-detection probabilities and a
larger upper limit for detection probabilities over the whole
range of max(|IStsu(t)|).
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Finally, we remark that tsunami size is given here through
max(|IStsu(t)|), which is the maximum slope expressed in ab-
solute value of the tsunami waves on the tide gauge records.
It is possible to make an estimate of the corresponding
tsunami height by considering the typical tsunami spectral
density portrayed in Fig. 4, where one can see a num-
ber of resonant peaks. Since the predominant peak is lo-
cated around the periodTpeak= 13–14 min, one can translate
max(|IStsu(t)|) into wave heightH by simply multiplying it
by the factorTpeak/π , that isH = max(|IStsu(t)|) Tpeak/π (see
McGehee and McKinney, 1997).

9 The best TEDA setting for the tsunami detection
algorithm

From the analyses performed in the previous sections, the
best choice for TEDA appears to be the settings for configu-
ration A3C7 and, considering that DTRA3C7(5) = [2.05,2.15],
the best choice for the thresholdλCF turns out to be
λCF = 2.05, which is the minimum threshold to avoid false
detections.

With this parameter setting, TEDA detects the Andreanov
1996 (E1), the Chile 2010 (E2), the Kuril Island 2006
(E3), the Kasatochi 2008 (E4), and the Vanuatu 2009
(E10) tsunamis, respectively, with Delay Time DT of 2 min,
28 min, 19 min, 39 min, and 28 min from the estimated ar-
rival time. The corresponding Tsunami State Duration (TSP)
percentages are respectively of about 100% for E1, 10% for
E2, 99% for E3, 94% for E4 and 59% for E10 event (see
Table 6). Delay Times for the selected setting of A3C7 are
shown in Fig. 11. Three of the well detected events are de-
tected at the first tsunami wave. The Andreanov 1996 (E1)
tsunami is detected at the first maximum of the first wave
(that is a positive one), the Chile 2010 (E2) and the Kuril Is-
land 2006 (E3) tsunamis are detected at the first minimum
(which is the trough of the first wave). In contrast, the
Kasatochi 2008 (E4) and the Vanuatu 2009 (E10) tsunamis
are detected at the highest maximum of the leading train of
waves.

10 Results of the tsunami secure detection algorithm

The TEDA secure detection algorithm has been tested with
different values of parameters, in analogy with the tsunami
detection algorithm. More specifically, the durationtSD of
the integration intervalISD (see Sect. 2) has been varied in
the range from 1–60 min and applied to the subset of events
composed of E1, E3, E5, E7, and E14 by using all combina-
tions of Table 4 in order to select the most suitable value. The
criterion used for the selection has been the maximisation of
the integral functionM(t) given by the Eq. (3a), since this
ensures a higher sensitivity of the algorithm. The value oftSD
which provides the highest values turns out to be the same for
all combinations and istSD = 8 min. With this value oftSD,

Table 8. TEDA secure detection results. All parameter combina-
tions detect the same three events E1, E2 and E3, which are the ones
with the largest amplitudes. The Delay Time DT, measured from
tsunami arrival, seems to increase along withtIS and to increase as
tsunami size decreases (see Table 3 to compare amplitudes, heights,
and ranges of the three events).

Cn tIS tG DT: E1 DT: E2 DT: E3
(min) (min) (min) (min) (min)

1 6 15 12 28 56
2 6 10 12 28 56
3 8 15 13 29 134
4 8 10 13 29 134
5 10 15 14 30 136
6 10 10 14 30 136
7 12 15 16, 83, 147 31 179

the algorithm has been applied for all the combinations to all
the Adak Islands records included in the learning database
(see Table 2), including tsunami events and a total of about
123 days of background. The reason is that the algorithm is
supposed to reveal an event with amplitude high enough to
be potentially dangerous, no matters whether it is a tsunami
or not. The result is that no detections occurred during the
background days, and the only detections were seen in cor-
respondence to tsunami events. We recall here that in TEDA
terminology, a tsunami is the part of the record that is con-
tained in the Tsunami Interval (TI) according to the definition
given in Sect. 5. For all combinations Cn, TEDA detection
is triggered only by the events E1, E2, and E3, which are the
ones with the highest amplitude: the maximum excursion of
the detided sea level oscillations given in Table 3 are larger
than 25 cm. For all the remaining events, the thresholdλSD
is not passed by the absolute value of the functionM(t).

Since the secure detection algorithm is also triggered by
tsunamis, we can use, even in this case, the Delay Time
DT, which is one of the event indicators introduced for the
tsunami detection algorithm. The values of such DTs for the
events E1, E2, and E3 are given in Table 8 for all combina-
tions used. We notice that DT is higher for higher values of
the parametertIS and increases as the tsunami amplitude de-
creases. Further, in Fig. 8 the DTs resulting from the applica-
tion of the TEDA tsunami detection algorithm are compared
with the ones resulting from the TEDA secure detection for
both configurations A3C5 and A3C7. It appears that in most
instances, the DTs of the secure detection are larger than the
corresponding DT of the tsunami detection, the only excep-
tion being the detection of E2 by A3C5.
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11 Conclusions

A performance evaluation and optimal parameters setting of
TEDA has been carried out for the Adak Island tide gauge
by using seventeen event records. Three methods of comput-
ing the BS functions have been tested using different values
of the temporal parameterstIS, tG, andtBS, with CF thresh-
old varying from 1 to 5 at steps of 0.05. A strong criterion
to select the optimal setting has been that of avoiding false
detections, which has influence on the minimum value of
CF threshold admissible. Other criteria used have been the
maximisation of the number of events detected, the minimi-
sation of the detection delay time, and the maximisation of
the tsunami state interval coverage. These criteria altogether
show that the best configurations for the Adak Island station
are A3C5 and A3C7, but cannot lead us further since results
are quite similar. A powerful means to discriminate between
the two has been the analysis of the background signal that
was carried out using a virtual year database, showing that
the frequency distribution of BS and of IStsu for A3C7 is
more adequate, being less prone to false detections and also
providing better probability limits for missed and true detec-
tions.

The threshold range taken into account for the configura-
tion A3C7 is DTRA3C7(5) = [2.05, 2.15]. The background
analysis confirms that a lower threshold provides slightly
better results. Setting the threshold at 2.05 is for this anal-
ysis the best choice, but it is important to stress that this
setting could be further refined through the analysis of ad-
ditional data and through a further performance evaluation.
This setting allows the detection of the major tsunamis of the
analysed dataset, yet at the same time minimises the num-
ber of false detections. The condition of avoiding false de-
tections brings as a direct consequence the impossibility of
detecting small events, which is an acceptable drawback in
the optics of Tsunami Warning Systems, whose main fo-
cus is the timely detection of dangerous tsunamis. The test
of our TEDA algorithm showed that a big tsunami event
would be detected fast (small DT), and that the tsunami state
is adequate (large TSP). However, in some cases, tsunamis
might exhibit slowly increasing amplitudes and their arrival
at the coastline might not fit the hypothesis made of a sudden
change in the sea-level. But in such cases, the secure detec-
tion criterion assures that a warning is going to be issued for
high amplitude dangerous waves.

It is important to stress that these results are valid only
for the Adak sea level station, and that the calibration of
TEDA should be performed case by case, since its perfor-
mance might vary according to the local conditions.
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